
Bureau of Land Management        Sept. 15, 2011 

1300 Airport Lane 

North Bend, OR 97459 

 

Aimee Hoefs or Kathy Hoffine 

 

 I attended the Sept. 14, 2011 field review.  Toward the end someone mentioned that you 

appreciated the comments and were going to use them as part of the analysis and decision process for the 

Coos Bay Wagon Road Pilot Project.  I had only one comment about species diversity in seedling 

selection for planting and was satisfied with the response.  I was, however, in strong disagreement with 

those people who were proposing no planting and relying strictly on natural regeneration.  I did not voice 

these thoughts during this field meeting to avoid a confrontation but now feel I should provide you with 

my input. 

 

 Before my retirement from the Forest Service I served as the District Silviculturist on the nearby 

Powers Ranger District - Siskiyou National Forest for 15 years.  One of my important responsibilities  

was developing prescriptions for regeneration harvests to insure successful and required reforestation.  I 

was then responsible for implementing these prescriptions and monitoring results (with remedial 

treatments if needed) following harvest.  From this experience base I can say, with a high degree of 

assurance, that the stand we examined yesterday should be planted.  Two hundred trees per acre is on the 

low side of what I would prescribe but appears to be suitable given the objective of the management 

treatment we observed yesterday.   

 

 Some of the factors that I considered when making this assessment are: 

 

- Minimal site preparation including no burning. 

 

- Significant understory brush conditions including salmonberry and other important competitors. 

 

- Not having herbicides available for release treatments. 

 

- It was not mentioned but desirable tree species such as Douglas fir have lengthy seed cycles where good 

cone crops occur irregularly (for Doug. fir it is on average 7 years).   

 

- One concern expressed about planting was increasing the period of early seral condition.  It is my 

opinion that methods other than not planting should be employed to accomplish this.  The risk of 

reforestation failure is too great by not planting and it would be a violation of Oregon’s Forest Practices 

Act.  Rather, stocking and species composition can be controlled during manual release (not mentioned 

but should be considered for this project) or precommercial thinning.  Myself and other silviculturists 

have used these methods with a high degree of success. 

 

 I would appreciate having these comments entered into the record and considered as part of the 

Environment Assessment process. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Nielsen 

Coos Chapter 

Oregon Society of American Foresters 

jnielsen1@hughes.net 


